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THURSDAY 19th NOVEMBER: 7.30pm
DUMFRIES HIGH SCHOOL

Marchmount, Dumfries, Dumfries and Galloway, DG1 1PX
Tickets: £12 / £9 (concessions) / £7.50 (under 18s in groups of 8+)
Box Office: 01904 613000 / 01387 720448 / ridinglights.org/baked-alaska
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TIME TO CHANGE THE TEMPERATURE

MakingAna island in the South Pacific has a problem. It’s hollow.
ding ofAnxiety
the levels are rising in a North American boardroom. Eve’s garden is bursting
with next door’s rubbish. Even the ducks have relocated… they’re in Bangladesh.
planet!”
Global Gourmet

From the four corners of the earth
come colourful, inter-connecting
stories of humanity living with the wild,
unpredictable effects of climate change.

Scientists, farmers, oil magnates, climate
warriors, prophets, mothers, journalists
and others just like you and me – we’re
all in the mix and hungry for a recipe of
hope. In the struggle over power, some
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Vivid, sharp and deliciously entertaining,
BAKED ALASKA serves up the realities of
climate change with flair and clarity about
the temperatures involved.
In the high-energy, ‘seriously funny’ style
for which Riding Lights is well known,
BAKED ALASKA is something we can
all look forward to… unless we do
something about it.
Extra-ordinary theatre for these
extraordinary times.

athan Touring
Bidgood nationally from September 2015
Box Office: 01904 613000 or book online
www.ridinglights.org/baked-alaska
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